Richard Jones: Publications

BOOKS OF POETRY

At Last We Enter Paradise. Port Townsend: Copper Canyon, 1991.

ANTHOLOGIES (abbreviated list)


POETRY READINGS (abbreviated list)

The Art Institute of Chicago; Beyond Baroque in Los Angeles; Shakespeare & Company in Paris; University of Heidelberg in Germany; The Writers Place in Madison; Chrysler Museum in Norfolk, Virginia; Port Townsend Writers Conference; University of Hawai; Cody's Bookstore in Berkeley; Conference on College Composition & Communication; Chapters in D.C; Spoleto Writers Conference, Italy; The Esalen Institute, Big Sur, CA; San Francisco Public Library; Los Angeles Writers Collective; The Bayley Museum, Charlottesville, VA; National Public Radio; British Broadcasting Co; Northwestern University Radio; The Writers Almanac…. 

JOURNALS (abbreviated list)